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Sanjeev Kumar <sanjeev.dot@gmail.com>

Fwd: Vrs-2019 Regarding provisional pension
2 messages

Saurabh Tyagi <saurabhtyagi08@gmail.com>
To: sanjeev.dot@gmail.com

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Babu singh Rajpoot <bsnlpayroll2019@gmail.com>
Date: Fri, Feb 21, 2020 at 3:41 PM
Subject: Vrs-2019 Regarding provisional pension
To: Sr GM Estt. Saurabh Tyagi <saurabhtyagi08@gmail.com>
Cc: surajit1971 <surajit1971@gmail.com>, GM ERP Core <gmerpcore@gmail.com>, Ravendra Bhardwaj <rbhardwajbsnl@gmail.com>, Anand Kumar <anandnitpatna@gmail.com>

Sir,
As per dot order  provision pension will be given for those  retired under VRS-2019 but pension is not finalized. 
For generating the data 
T code :-ZHR_VRS_PROV_PENSION
when run the t code then following screen will appear

Note:-1. This report should be generated at the level circle level only
          2. Separate report generate for VC cleared cases and  Separate report generate for VC withheld cases and
at the time of sending the report to DOT kindly clearly mentioned that cases  belongs to VC cleared cases / VC withheld cases.

fill only personal area 

and execute the t code then following screen will appear:-

at the time of down load kindly adopt the following procedure, other wise bank account start with zero will be removed.
At first kindly click on red circled

then  click on "list out" put then following screen will appear:-

then click on red circled button and save the data as follow
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then following screen will appear:-

kindly change the same but do not change the extension.
for example :-

click on save button:-

then again click on allow button
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then data will be exported in excel and save the report

2nd option:-

when run the report then following screen will appear:-

then click on red circle button then  click on "Excel in Place:" instead of   "list out" put then following screen will appear:-

 save the data by red circled button

IF any issue kindly contact to phone number 9412226059 MR Babu singh  rajpoot.
Note:- after down load the data kindly ensure bank account starting with zero  other wise provisional pension will be remitted to wrong account number.

Regards

Babu Singh Rajpoot
Retd. Accounts officer
Mobile number :- 9412226059

-- 
Saurabh Tyagi

Sanjeev Kumar <sanjeev.dot@gmail.com> Fri, Feb 21, 2020 at 5:35 PM
To: dahiyanitin1@gmail.com
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